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France had the blues. Opinion polls showed President Chirac at his 

lowest ever. With his reign coming to an end, France has become for 

many observers an ‘old’ nation, a nation of losers: take Arcelor, the 

flagship of French industry being bought by an Indian ‘native’ while the 

prestigious ‘Clémenceau’ aircraft carrier beats a pathetic retreat. To 

add to the ambient moroseness, France fared badly in the first rounds 

of the World Cup 2006. They had painfully qualified in a rather weak 

group (Israel, Cyprus, Eire and Faeroes Island). The only decent team, 

Switzerland, nearly managed to deprive France of a ticket to Germany. 

In his speech, Chirac spoke nine times of political ‘road maps,’ but who 

cared when Les Bleus (‘blue’ is the color of the French players’ jerseys) 

could be eliminated from the first round of the World Cup. The 



President dismissed those who have “an apocalyptic vision of the 

future,” but in Germany, the situation was grim with two draws, 

against Korea and Switzerland.  

After the match against Korea, the British press was only too happy to 

comment: “As for Zidane, he hasn't cut the mustard since the French 

team itself last thrived at tournament level, that's to say in the 2000 

European Championships.” One Internet sports site was titled 

Domenech de Villepin, making the parallel between the low 

popularities of the French coach and Dominique de Villepin, the French 

PM. The comparison continued with Villepin’s known differences with 

Sarkozy, his Home Minister and the presumed opposite approaches of 

Domenech and Zidane. The general tune was that La Belle Époque, 

when France won the World Cup in 1998, is gone.  

It is true that the French team’s average age was the highest in the 

World Cup (29 years and 5 months). The British Press could afford to 

be acerbic: their team had an average age of 25 years and 9 months 

while the Spaniards were younger by 4 months. Further Les Bleus 

topped the number of competitions in which they had participated. 

Including national leagues, European championships and national 

selections, Zidane has played more than 700 matches since the 

beginning of his career; Thuram, Barthez and Makelele have played 

more than 600 matches. Amongst the best teams, only Raul from 

Spain, Roberto Carlos and Cafu from Brazil belong to the Club of the 

600.  

For a person of French origin living in South India, my life was quite 

miserable. Not only was my favourite team disappointing, but whoever 

I crossed on the road had the same ‘compassionate’ smile on his face. 

Not only were we exhausted watching matches till 3 am, but we had 

also become the laughing stock of everyone around. In India, the 



press generally looked down on France. Everyone forgot that amongst 

Les Bleus was the only PIO of the World Cup 2006. Vikash Dhorasoo 

whose Paris Saint Germain team won the French Cup (he scored the 

winning goal) this year, is born to Indian parents from Mauritius. Many 

believed he had been deprived of a greater international career 

because he plays in the same position as Zidane.  

For the last match of the first round, Les Bleus had to play Togo and 

win by two goals. They did it! Nobody gave to the French team a 

chance against the youthful Spaniards, but Domenech’s team did it 

again and this time Zidane scored a superb zidanian goal.  

The quarter final was the occasion of revenge for Brazil, as they had 

been defeated by Zidane’s two fabulous goals during the Final 1998. 

For France, it was anyway only a bonus, ‘Les Vieux’ (the old ones) had 

already fulfilled their contract. But Les Vieux did it again and in a 

superb manner. In the 57th minute Thierry Henry drifted from the 

pack on a free-kick beautifully shot by Zidane, past goalkeeper Dida, 

with a right-footed side volley. The outgoing World Champions were 

not able to equalise. The next day the Press was only praise for Les 

Bleus and their genial captain: “Zidane inspires, Henry scores, Brazil 

dethroned.”  

Captain Zidane known to be modest, quiet and shy, will retire in July, 

but he will remain a role model for millions of youth, originating like 

him from immigrated families. Zidane has already agreed to be the 

advocate of an interesting scheme: “Une balle pour la paix” (literally , 

“A ball for peace” but ‘ball’ means also ‘bullet’ in French). As an 

introduction to the scheme which consists of sending a ball from 

personalities to personalities with the ball circling the planet several 

times, Zidane wrote, “This vision of football as a vector for peace, 

union, self-respect, education, brings some light on what we should 



never forget beyond personal success, glory and money.” He adds that 

he recognises in football “the accents of a universal language.” He’s 

right.  

 


